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BACKGROUND What is Spotify?
Spotify is a digital music streaming service that 
gives you access to millions of songs, podcasts 
and videos from artists all over the world.

Spotify Wrapped Campaign 
2019:
Wrapped the Decade is the campaign that 
highlights users’ music habits and preferences in 
the app from the entire decade. This year users 
were able to share their statistics on social media. 
Many users shared their highlights on various 
platforms.





Wrapped vs Replay: The number of people talking on Spotify Wrapped is 
higher by 840K than Apple Music Replay

Spotify Wrapped 2019 Apple Music Replay



Wrapped vs Replay: Dec 6 is the best day for Spotify with 286K mentions 
comparing to 1929 mentions for Apple Music Replay

2019 Number of 
Mentions - Spotify

2019 Number of Mentions - Apple 
Music



Wrapped Vs. Replay: even though Spotify’s biggest competitor has less 
negative sentiment it also has 1% of social mentions

2019 Sentiment -
Spotify

2019 Sentiment - Apple Music



Wrapped Vs. Replay: Based on the Top Location, Apple Music is more 
dominant in the USA, Brazil and France. Spotify : The UK, Malaysia, and 
France

2019 Top Location - Apple 
Music Replay 2019 Top Location - Spotify



Wrapped Campaign got most of social engagement in the first few days of 
release

Launch day

Most-streamed artists of the year and of the 
decade revealed



Situation Analysis



SEARCHABLE KEYWORDS

• The popular ones will pop out more 
than the others
• By using Meltwater entering keywords 

able to see the trendy posts

TARGET YOUNGER 
DEMOGRAPHICS

• Know their audience in real time. 68% 
of streams happen on mobile.
• They love to listen to the music that 

are cool
• 14% of stream listen to top moments.

EFFECTIVELY USE OF SOCIAL 
MEDIA

• People is able to share on social to 
their social media platforms, this can 
help Spotify to drive traffic when 
viewing the page.

Situation Analysis



Negative comments highlight areas such as features being removed and 
possible inaccurate playlist which can be improved with our proposed 
recommendations.



How to turn negative into 
positive sentiment and 
keep users engaged 
throughout the year?



Keeping users engaged for longer would help Spotify establish its authority 
as #1 streaming service



Keeping users engaged for longer would help Spotify establish its authority 
as #1 streaming service



Absolute Train Wreck got 12.2k of total mentions on Nov 30th with users 
anticipating their Wrapped results



Social listening can help Spotify prolong their Wrapped campaign in being a 
part of the conversation



Recommendations on how to engage users for a longer period of time

• Mood Map playlists based on their moods/feelings throughout the year
• Wrapped challenge: before launch get users to interact on which songs they believe will be in 

their top 10.



Social listening provides Spotify with powerful insight on user’s main 
complaint: their algorithm.



CONCLUSION

Huge success in driving positive
sentiment on social media with 
high engagement from users.

Room for improvement using 
social listening and keeping 
users engaged throughout the 
year in order to raise 
engagement and establish the 
brand as a streaming trailblazer.

Conclusion


